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1 Introduction
Mathematicians have long been intrigued by Pierre Fermat’s famous assertion that An+Bn = Cn is
impossible and the remark written in the margin of his book that he had a demonstration . This
became known as Fermat’s Last Theorem despite the lack of a proof. Andrew Wiles proved the
relationship in 1994, though everyone agrees that Fermat’s proof could not possibly have been the
proof discovered by Wiles. Number theorists remain divided when speculating over whether or not
Fermat actually had a proof, or whether he was mistaken. This mystery remains unanswered though
the prevailing wisdom is that Fermat was mistaken. This conclusion is based on the fact that thousands
of mathematicians have cumulatively spent many millions of hours over the past 350 years searching
unsuccessfully for such a proof. It is easy to see that An + Bn = Cn then either A B, and C are co-prime
or, if not co-prime that any common factor could be divided out of each term until the equation existed
with co-prime bases. We could then restate Fermat Last Theorem by saying that An + Bn = Cn is
impossible with co-prime bases. Beyond Fermat’s Last Theorem An + Bn = Cn No one suspected that
might also be impossible with co-prime bases until a remarkable discovery in 1993 by a Dallas, Texas
number theory enthusiast by the name of D. Andrew “Andy” Beal . Andy Beal was working on Fermat
Last Theorem when he began to look at similar equations with independent exponents. He constructed
several algorithms to generate solution sets but the very nature of the algorithms he was able to
construct required a common factor in the bases. He began to suspect that coprime bases might be
impossible and set out to test his hypothesis by computer. Andy Beal and a colleague programmed 15
computers and after thousands of cumulative hours of operation had checked all variable values
through 99. Many solutions were found: all had a common factor in the bases. While certainly not
conclusive, Andy Beal now had sufficient reason to share his discovery with the world. In the fall of
1994, Andy Beal wrote letters about his work to approximately 50 scholarly mathematics periodicals
and number theorists. Among the replies were two considered responses from respected number
theorists. Many invegestions have been made without success . The announcement of year 1993 the
Fermat’s Last Theorem was an exciting event for the entire mathematics community. This Introduction
was to discuss the mathematical history of Fermat’s Last Theorem , broken up into the following
periods 1. Diophantus to Euler 2. Euler to Frey 3. Frey to Wiles . I hope that the Introduction succeeds
in conveying the flavor of this truly wonderful mathematics. Hence the basic claim of FLT is that the
equation xn + yn = zn has no solutions when x,y,z are non-zero integers and n ≥ 3 In 1983, faltings
proved the Mordell’s conjecture which implies that a polynomial equation with rational coefficients
Q(X, Y ) = 0 has only finitely many rational solutions when the curve has genus over 2.Serre and
Rabbet shows that the conjecture of The Taniyama – Shimura which states that all elliptic curves over
rational numbers are modular implies Fermat Last theorem .It is in this way all researchs have been
focus in proving that conjecture . Richard K. Guy in [1] settled all the original works in Beal’s
conjecture. In our paper based on the existing Litterature Thomas Barnet-Lamb, Toby Gee, and David
Geraghty in [2] , H. Riesel in [4],Elkies ND (2007) in [5], Mauldin RD (1997) [6], P.A. Clement in [7],
P. Ribenboim in [8],H.L. Montgomery and R.C Vaughan in [9], Waldschmidt M (2004) in [10] a
rigourous proof of Beal conjecture .
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3.2 DISCUSSION
Before our result , it appears that there has not been found a general proof of Beal’s conjecture. Only
the particular case was proved and this was proved by Crandall and Pomerance [11]. There are a
number of such cases [12]-[13] where partial proofs was given . As-well, there are cases where
computer searchers are made . If Beal’s is true as we have shown here, then, all computer searches will
never find a counter-example and the best way to resolved this would be via general proof as we have
done In our paper . Our thrust has been on a direct proof and just as the proof presented here , the
proof provided is simple with all the clarity , general and all-encompassing. It covers all possible cases.

4

CONCLUSION

In our article gives us a proof of the conjecture of Beal. Our proof is of a very understandable clarity.
Although she uses both analytical methods but it is purely arithmetical proof.
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